Kecoom Discusses Club Motion, New Subcommittes Posts

The newly elected executive committee held its first regular meeting Sunday night at Faculty Lounge. The session discussed the committee's work with the basketball team, with representatives from the Squad, and with other members of the student body. The committee also discussed plans for the forthcoming basketball season.

The Council—are a non-profit service organization sponsored by both Education and industry. The expedition ceramic and Job Show took place on Saturday, April 22, 1956.

The team opened the season with a 2-0 victory over the varsity squad. In both games the team was led by the outstanding performance of Sarnoff, the most valuable player of the annual Paper Contest.

The committee invites all interested students and faculty to attend the week-end at their own expense.
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letters

To the Editor of The Tech:

As chairman of the Lecture Series Committee, I have been aware that there are some members of the MIT family who have never been to a lecture. Our problem was to distribute fairly the auditorium's 1239 seats among the 10,000 members of the MIT family. To be as fair as possible, we obtained population statistics and from them determined the following distribution:

- Faculty: 170
- Graduate Students and Staff: 246
- Employers: 130
- Dormitories: 212
- Utilities: 180
- Contractors: 141
- LSC: 50
- Guests of Lecturer: 50

In view of this fact, that was shown to the MIT community, the lecture committee has made arrangements to show March 20 lecture by Commandant Cousteau. Our first come first served basis with no admission tickets required.

I hope that the readers of The Tech will sympathize with our problem and realize that we must spend considerable time trying to devise an equitable system.

Priscilla Young, Chairman

Lecture Series Committee

March 17, 1956

kibitzer

S-A K 4
H-A K 2
D-A 10 8 7 5 4
C-

S-8 3
N-3 10 9 7
H-9 8 6
W- H Q J 4 3
D- S 6 5 4 3 2
C-K Q J 10 5 4 3 2

Opening Lead: King of Clubs.

The following is a slight modification of a hand played by means of Blackwood.

The hand was a double end-play. South hoped, and the odds were in his favor's queen. Declarer took with the king on board and this realization only possible way to make the hand a double end-play.

Declaring partner's hand he realized that he had no heart loser, one spade loser, and two club losers.

Notice that if East had held two declarer would not have made his contract. South having to take the losing club king, East would be left with 3 heart bid. It is true that South has an opening bid that he has no defensive value and since he is going to bid 3 hearts eventually he might as well let the opponents see too much information.

Gerald J. Wet 16

standing room only

"One Day More" by Joseph Conrad

Lyric: - Threw a way by Arthur Schreiber

Directed by Dramashop

March 14, 1956

The heavy snowstorm that hit Boston and Cambridge last Friday night did not halt Dramashop's production, the third in its series of plays that Dramashop has sponsored this year. However, the storm did prevent this reviewer from arriving in time to see the first play. But the second play, selected scenes from "La Rondelle," was viewed and the review deals exclusively with this play.

The whole of "La Rondelle" has a great many scenes in which there are never more than two characters except for the last scene. It is a light comedy based on the sexual repulsion of its characters. In the three scenes played the characters used were the Poet, the Actress, the Count, the Prostitute and the Chambermaid. The scenes chosen were the last three from the play, and therefore continuous. The idea of "La Rondelle" cannot be fully appreciated with only two scenes. It is to be played to an audience who had read the entire play beforehand, so as to give the last scene its proper effect.

The whole of Dramashop's production was good but it was limited by a poor one, unless it was to be played to an audience who had read the last play beforehand. The Actors, played by Betty Martin, was a first rate acting, but some of the other scenes were played, overshadowing the just average acting of the other actors. All in all it was a good performance but could have been better with a different cast. It is a good review of the Dramashop production, "The Father" by August Strindberg and Anton Chekov's "The Seagull" which will be held Monday through Thursday, March 15-19, at 7:30 in the Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium.

-Charles Sanges '59
Recognizing and firmly believing that Freshman-Sophomore rivalry, encouraged by hazing, most effectively develops class and MIT spirit; stimulating the organizing of the Freshman class; encouraging individuals to form new social friendships; introducing Freshmen to and encouraging participation in other campus activities; developing maturity through intelligent assumption of responsibility; and encouraging ingenuity complementary rather than detrimental to the Institute curriculum, we, the undersigned, urge support of the following motions in order to minimize the dangers involved, but to maintain the advantages by a new system of controlled hazing:

Moved: That hazing during Freshman-Sophomore rivalry be the specific concern of a hazing sub-committee of the Institute Committee: a) the chairman to be elected by the Institute Committee; b) the members to be appointed by the chairman, with the approval of the Institute Committee, necessarily including the chairman of the Judicial Committee.

e) the hazing sub-committee shall define all acceptable forms of hazing (not previously banned) to be undertaken by organizations specified below. These organizations shall be responsible for any activity they authorize. The sub-committee shall have the power to recommend that these organizations be dissolved.

d) all unaccepted hazing shall be prohibited and subject to consideration as in (e). (Unaccepted hazing is defined as any hazing activity not sanctioned by those organizations specified below).

e) the system of controlled hazing will be established in each of the living groups—Bakken, Burton, East Campus, fraternity, and commuter. There will be a member from each hall or house or as otherwise prescribed by the hazing sub-committee of the Institute Committee. Two members, elected from each hazing committee, will comprise the Sophomore Liaison Council which will attend all meetings of the Quadrangle Club, while the Quadrangle Club has over-all responsibility for Sophomore hazing activities, the individual hazing activities within their own living group.

The purple shaft presentations and glove fights shall be presented to this sub-committee for approval.

That the specified organizations authorized to initiate hazing activities and to be responsible for these activities are designated as follows:

a) The Freshman Council is to be the organization representing the Freshman Class and is responsible for its hazing activities. As a general assembly during Freshman Week-end, controlled hazing will be explained by the above mentioned sub-committees with emphasis on the illegality of spontaneous and uncontrolled hazing.

b) For the Sophomore Class a hazing committee will be established in each of the living groups—Bakken, Burton, East Campus, fraternity, and commuters. There will be a member from each hall or house or as otherwise prescribed by the hazing sub-committee of the Institute Committee. Two members, elected from each hazing committee, will comprise the Sophomore Liaison Council which will attend all meetings of the Quadrangle Club, while the Quadrangle Club has over-all responsibility for Sophomore hazing activities, the individual hazing activities within their own living group.

Text Of The Quadrangle Club Motion On Hazing

G. L. FROST CO., INC.
AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIRING & REFINISHING
31 LANDOWNE STREET CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, PHYSICISTS, APPLIED MATHEMATICIANS

important on-campus interviews soon!

North American Representatives
Will Be Here April 3, 4, 5

You'll learn first hand about the advantages and opportunities in choosing a career with a future at North American. Here engineers and scientists are now discovering new frontiers in four exciting new fields.

AUTONOMY
A Division of North American Aviation, Inc.
In the field of ELECTRON LIGHT ENGINEERING—producing new missile guidance systems, fire and flight control systems, computers and recorders.

ROCKETEERING
A Division of North American Aviation, Inc.
In the field of ROCKETS PROPELLANTS—the largest producer of large liquid-propellant rocket engines, power plants for missiles and turbines.

ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL
A Division of North American Aviation, Inc.
Powerful application of atomic energy in any phase of reactor development, either for research or power production.

MISSILE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
Engineering and developing Long-Range Missiles—Intercontinental Missiles—flying at hypersonic speeds.

Contact your placement office today. Make an appointment to see North American representatives, Mr. W. H. Hanks on April 3, 4, 5.

Or, write Engineering Personnel Director, Dept. 901-30 Col., North American Aviation, Inc., Downey, California.

ENGINEERING AHEAD FOR A BETTER TOMORROW
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
notices

THE SILENT WORLD
The Lecture Series Committee announces that there will be a second showing of the motion picture "The Silent World" at 9:30 this evening in Kresge Auditorium. Admission is open to the public and no tickets are required.

AIEE-IRE PAPER CONTEST
The MIT Student Branch of the AIEE-IRE is holding a paper contest on April 5, for Electrical Engineering students.

DRAMASHOP
In the Little Theatre tonight and tomorrow night, from 7:30 to 10:00, Dramashop will hold tryouts for its major spring production. The readings will be entirely open, and all students are eligible to participate.

USED TEXT BOOKS BOUGHT and SOLD
Harvard Book Store
Used and Now Books of All Kinds
Cambridge 24g Mass. Ave. TR 6-9069

Bound for a resort? Bound for home? United Air Coach can save precious vacation time... even as much as days! The low, low fares will surprise you, and roomy 2-abreast seating means comfort all the way. Check the savings in time and money at your United ticket office or your travel agent!

NAMES:設計者

THE TECH
TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 1951

IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Lecture Series Committee wishes to caution all holders of reserved seat tickets for the Cousteau lecture that these tickets will not be honored at the door after 7:15 tonight. After this time, all remaining seats will be filled on a first come first served basis.

Save Holiday Time... Save Holiday Money...

FLY UNITED AIR COACH!

Bound for a resort? Bound for home? United Air Coach can save precious vacation time... even as much as days! The low, low fares will surprise you, and roomy 2-abreast seating means comfort all the way. Check the savings in time and money at your United ticket office or your travel agent!

FORMAL WEAR FOR HIRE
Complete Selection of Formal Wear for any occasion. All outfits of Top Quality in the latest styles. Open Monday night 6:30 p.m.

CROSTON & CARR
Gentlemen's Clothiers
72 Summer Street, Boston, MA 02116

NOW-

SPERRY ENGINEERS
project a proud past into a new world of ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!

THE MISSILES SYSTEMS DIVISION

Growing on a 50-year history of engineering accomplishment, Sperry now adds a Missiles Systems Division to its ever-expanding organization.

"Firstly," of course, are our old story with Sperry engineers. From the inception of the first gyro-computer aboard a Navy warship, built in 1913, to a myriad of electronic wonders today, Sperry has been busy molding milestones of progress. And Sperry Engineers are eminently qualified to embark on their newest project. Their vast experience with missiles and associated systems make them intimately acquainted in this field. As a matter of record, very back in 1918 Sperry engineers successfully developed the first radio-controlled "guided missile.",

What of this means to engineers in search of a rewarding life work should be clear. In Sperry's new Missiles Systems Division, major opportunities are holding. Not only can you now tap the tremendous potential in the field of missiles and piloted airborne devices, but you can do so from the well-established base of a stable organization. Over 1300 employes have been employed by Sperry for more than 15 years. And, as Sperry grows, you grow... in professional stature and in personal gain.

Consider theseos Special Openings For Engineers in the following fields:

- Feed Back Control Systems
- Magnetic Amplifier Circuity
- Aerodynamics
- Systems Analysis
- Radar Systems
- Environmental Test
- Storable Propellants
- Reliability

RELOCATION ALLOWANCES - LIBERAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
AMPLE HOUSING in Beautiful Suburban Country Type Area
TAXPAYER PROGRAM (If graduate school is one of your planns)
MODERN PLANT with Latest Technical Facilities
ASSOCIATION WITH OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

APPLY IN PERSON
Daily (Including Sat). Also Wed. Even.

OR SUBMIT RESUME
to J. W. Dyer
Engineering Placement Manager

OR PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT
Fidelta 7-8400, Ext. 3505 or 8138

GYROSCOPE COMPANY
Division of Sperry Rand Corp.
GREAT NECK, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK